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QUESTION 1

A company used Einstein Analytics to create two datasets: 

1. 

"Opportunity With Account- dataset, which contains data from the Opportunity standard object 

augmented by the Account data. 

2.

 "Case with Account" dataset. which contains data from the Case standard object augmented by the Account data. 

The company wants to build a lens showing the total number of Opportunities and Cases per Account. How can a
consultant help them build this lens\\' 

A. Create a recipe to generate a new dataset from the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets
aggregated by Account, and use the generated dataset in a lens. 

B. Use "Compare Table" to join the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets using the "Accountld"
and then aggregate by Account. 

C. Set up Connect Data Sources in the UI between the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets. 

D. Use a SAQL query to group and join the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets then generate
the results. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An Einstein Analytics consultant is notified of a performance issue with data sync (replication). The consultant
researches the issue and determines that unnecessary data is being synced. 

Which solution should the consultant implement to help improve data sync (replication) performance? 

A. Modify dataflows to exclude unused fields and include a filter to extract relevant data. 

B. Scale down the number of datasets to help improve data sync (replication) performance. 

C. Start over again with new dataflows that exclude unused fields with a filter to extract relevant data. 

D. Update the existing data sync (replication) process by removing unused fields with a filter to extract relevant data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What does Einstein Analytics check when a user submits a query against a dataset? 
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A. Whether the user has access to the app 

B. Which fields the user has access to 

C. If the user has access to the dataset 

D. Which rows the user has access to 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A list widget is added to a dashboard with existing charts and tables. What must be true for the list widget to facet the
dashboard charts and tables using widget properties? 

A. The list, chart, and table steps must share a common name. 

B. The list, chart, and table steps must share common dimensions from different datasets. 

C. The list, chart, and table steps must share the same dataset. 

D. Chart and table steps must have their own list widgets. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What do you have to assign to users before they can access Analytics? 

A. Analytics permission set license (PSL) 

B. Permission set with at least one Analytics user permission 

C. Username and password 

D. A and B 

E. B and C 

Correct Answer: D 
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